May 2015

Editor: Jim Matchett
Another curling season has come to an end. Time for
some outdoor activities. (I wonder if drinking beer and
wine on the patio is considered an outdoor activity?)
For some, outdoor activity means golf. And, it has
already started for some of us. To get you in the
golfing mood, here is a poem I wrote many years ago.

Arrive on time.......have a two hour wait,
Want to rent a cart but I'm just too late.
At nearly every tee the groups are piled,
Finally get my chance and my drive is wild.
The sun beats down and my neck starts to burn,
My putts go straight - then they always turn.
My chipping is short - the balls drop in the sand,
Can't grip my club....have blisters on my hand.
The hills are steep so I struggle and strain
Umbrella in the car when it starts to rain.
Almost break a hundred...miss a six inch tap,
Slam my putter down and doesn't it snap.
Play eighteen holes but nary a par,
Costs me four fifty when I reach the bar.
"Quit." says my wife "Get it over and done."
"What! Are you nuts.....and miss all this fun?"

What Has Been Happening Around Here?
Two former members, Vic Chartier and Ken Delamater, passed
away in April. Our sympathies to their families.
Before I go any further with this ROAR, I want to send my thanks
to Mark Romer who makes my task of producing the ROAR every month so much easier. I gather the
information, make some comments, add some jokes then pass the unfinished product to Mark. He
adds the photos and makes it pleasing to the eye. Thank you Mark.
During a long day of looking around a car show, a couple of friends and I stopped in at
Hooter's for some Hot Wings and a few beers. After being there for a while, one of my
friends asked me which waitress I would like to be stuck in an elevator with. I told them
“The one who knows how to fix elevators."
I'm old, tired, and pee a lot.
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Here's a message from our President, Mark Romer:
The year is over and we can finally clean out our lockers. The
last event on our calendar is the Annual General Meeting on
Wednesday June 8th at 7:30pm. Please attend and participate at
this important event. The invitations and new slate of officers
will soon be posted at the club, distributed by e-mail as well as
Canada Post.
This past month I had the opportunity to share closing events
with several of our leagues (Juniors, Mixed Day, Instructional & EHL) and I was impressed by the
enthusiasm of our club members. Check out the EHL gang on ice below not too crabby ..n’est pas?
Our leagues prosper and succeed thanks to the hard work and dedicated efforts of their organizers &
executives and I wish to extend a great big THANK YOU to all who contributed to their leagues and to
the club events and operations this year.
We had a great Awards & Closing
Dinner Event on April 30th with over 100
members in attendance. Our MC Stewart
Yaxley presided over the hall as we
handed out 20 different awards to all the
different league & bonspiel winners. An
excellent dinner catered by 2Chefs
catering followed the awards. Check out
the photos on our website under the
Awards & Closing Dinner BLOG. I wish
to thank the many volunteers who assisted
in the preparations, setup and teardown of
that event and to Kari & Anne for the
excellent bar service.
I wish you all a great summer and look
forward to seeing everyone in October.
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Ladder Here's a report from Match Chairman, Stewart Yaxley:

Well, considering that they won the first-half roundrobin, first-round tournament, second-half round-robin,
second-half tournament…it was pretty easy to hand the
final Past President’s trophy to :

Team Freilich
•
•
•
•
•

Kelly Ryan
Rob Philion
Marc-Antoine Biron
Alex Hall
Adam Freilich

In fact, they so aptly disposed of all competition, there
was no room for a second place runner-up! For all the
scores and final playoff standings, check out the PP
Ladder Page on our Website.

Although heavily contested
between first and second-half
teams, eventually the Grafton
Hunt trophy was won by:

Team Grafton
•
•
•
•
•

Anna Grafton/ Robbie Sproule
Donald Sproule
Dave Coombs
Steve Holdaway
Scott Grafton
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and the runner-up was:

Team Fajertag
•
•
•
•

Erika DiDonato
Greg Stachura
Alex Hall
Phil Fajertag

Congratulations, to all! It seems that the season was so
long, Scott needed 6 players to make it to the end.
For all the scores and final playoff standings, check out
the GH Ladder Page on our Website.

Jubilee Tournament
(Branch/Curling Quebec)
For the first time ever, the Montreal
Caledonia Jubilee was won by:
•
•
•
•

Steven Fagen
Dan Philion
Marc Philion
Zack Wise

Outstanding job gentlemen…
…well represented!
He was born with a silver spoon in his mouth ...... and he hasn't stirred since.
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Day Ladies
Report submitted by Rosemary Cochrane:
And so the fun continues. This past month has been one of wind-ups
and celebrations. The Tuesday FILLIES/TREBLES finished with:
Winners

Runners-Up

Laurence Hogue
Dale Huston
Karen Hall-Moon

Beth Kotis
Carol Voss
Cathy Wardlaw

and the Thursday SKINS with:
Winners

Runners-Up

Hille Viires
Bonnie Allen
Marg Ford
Marnie Linder

Beth Kotis
Dale Huston
Linda English
Sandra Jones

The Ladder Play-Off Final went down to the last
rock to determine the winner of the Queen Bee
Trophy and second place finisher for the
Memorial Trophy.
QUEEN BEE TROPHY
Wendy Yarnell
Susan Leger-Hussey
Karen Hall-Moon
Sandra Jones

MEMORIAL TROPHY
Bonnie Allen
Karen Fagen
Marg Ford
Cathy Hughes

Besides having their names engraved on the Queen Bee Silver
Tray, the winners each receive the coveted Queen Bee Pin.
And, did you know that the Memorial Trophy is in fact the
clock in the Lounge?
Our Closing Fun Day on April 12, beautifully hosted by
Marion Dean and Hille Viires, had us drawing for teammates
out of a hat (aka a trophy cup) and giving ourselves one last
chance to make that perfect draw. Prizes were showered on the
winners and delectable goodies gave solace to the losers.
More homemade sweets, mousses and gooey cakes greeted
bridge players at our Annual Dessert Bridge on April 13.
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Day Ladies President, Joslyn Schultz, welcomed the guests,
thanking them for their participation in our monthly bridges
throughout the year, and urging all to come again when our
season resumes in the Fall.
April 21 marked the end of the Day Ladies curling season
with our Annual General Meeting, followed by our Awards
Ceremony and Closing Dinner. Many thanks to our
Catering Committee of Laurence Hogue and Marion Dean.
Best wishes for a safe, happy, restful summer to ALL.
Knock. Knock
Who's there?
Doorbell repairman.

Kurling for Kids
Here is Nacy Gallant's final report for this year's highly successful fund raising event:
WOW!! The total raised was
$330,978 of which Montreal
West's contribution was an
amazing $67,117.
Everyone who participated in the
event by curling, buying and/or
selling tickets, making donations
or raising funds by any
means....please stand up, take a
bow and pat yourself on the back
for a job really well done.
The organizing committee at
MWCC, John Stone, James
Burnett, Julie-Ann
Berthiaume, Martin TarihabiMurry and I want to thank each
and every one of you for your
dedication and hard work in making this event such a tremendous success. Again a huge thank you to
the Board at MWCC for the use of all the club facilities the day of the event as well as the use of the hall
for all of our executive meetings during the year.
On the day of the competition a few people who did not curl but did yeoman work making this day a
success deserve honorable mention:
• Greg Kehoe for maintaining the ice
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•
•
•

my wife Barb and daughter Edwina for taking care
of the hungry curlers at lunch
JoAnne Mumford for organizing the very
successful 1/2 and 1/2 and taking pictures
Claude Tellier for volunteering to take pictures and
for being the 'go to' guy covering all the little things
that become so important during the day

Among the prize winners, there were three who bought
tickets from players who curled at our club this year. These
people won:
•
•
•

Chef Marie's Home Dinner Party for 8 people
Shop Card at Cadillac Fairview ($1,000)
All Star popcorn machine and cart

Looking to the future and the continued success of Kurling for Kids at MWCC, I feel the time is right to
look at replacing myself as part of the organizing team. I feel very strongly that a full member of our
club must be part of this committee. I am looking for someone who would like to come on board for
next year to be part of the planning team and eventually replace me. I intend to start speaking to people
about the position but, before I do, I'm throwing the challenge out to any member of the club who may
be interested.
Next year the Big Day is APRIL 1st. Block off that day on your calendar and book your team as soon
as possible as we have a lot of confirmed teams already. This year we had a full complement of 24
teams for the first time. Another record!!
In closing, from all of us on the committee and on behalf of the KIDS - a huge thank you. This year we
broke through the stratosphere. What's up there next?
Together let's find out.
What is the difference between God and Donald Trump?
God never thinks he is Donald Trump.

Building and Grounds
Here is a report from Jim Doyle:
The roofers should complete the roofs over the hall
in late April and to complete repairs to the roof over
the shed to extend the life of that roof.
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Evening House League
Congratulations to all EHL players for another great season!
Fall 2015 Champions
•
•
•
•

Chantal Cormier
Sharon Smith
Mike Farsidakis
Marnie Linder

Winter 2016 Champions
•
•
•
•

Marnie Haig (not pictured)
Marc David
Mike Farsidakis
Mark Romer

Other Competitions Awarded on April 30th – (Click event for photos in our BLOG Posts).
President's Funspiel
• Francine Pilon, Trevor Murray, Don McKenzie, Laura Kobayashi
Vice-President's Funspiel
• Mark Romer, Rick Fay, Simon Marcotte & Scott
Shamrock - Scott Grafton, Adam Freilich, Alex Hall, Rob Philion, Donald Sproule
Calcutta -Zack Wise, Steven Fagan, Gordon Bowles, J. B. Allard
Turkey Shoot
• Mark Romer, Doug Allen, Nick Fiore, Joe Balough, Vivian Martel
• Marc Philion, Ray Dubrule, Chris Morrin, Angie Marszalek
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Instructional
Here's a report from Jim Doyle:
The Green Single competition was won by John Meredith who
defeated Ellen Meredith in a 6-end game. The final lineup
resulted from the original pairing of players that was conducted on
the first night of the competition by picking names out of the hat.
Congratulations to all of the contestants.
I would also like to thank all of the members of the class for
enthusiastically joining the various leagues as spares and the
leagues for finding space for everyone to learn and enjoy the
game. Lastly, I would like to thank the coaches Carla Dempsey,
Sophie Belanger and Alan Bousquet for coming out every
Monday evening to teach.
I would also like to give a big pat on the back to the class, who thanked the club for the lessons by
donating a stabilizer to the club, signed by each of them. Thank you and good curling next year.

TGIF
Here's a report from Randy Fraser:
TGIF finished our third session with the final playoffs.
Here are the results:
1st Place
Jonathan Knight.
Francine Jones
Mike Lio
Paula Percy

2nd Place
Jocelyn Poirier
Elise Thomas
Martin Monarque
Craig Brander

Teams skipped by Norm Savoie and Randy Fraser (Lester Shepherd, Francois Monarque, Patricia
Cogan, Rinetta Lio and Georgia George) tied after 7 ends in the playoff for 3rd place. The skips were too
tired to make throws to the button so the tie stands.
The club Awards night honoured the following TGIF curlers:
Michael Lio and Laura Kobayashi for best representing the
spirit of TGIF.
Joelle Green and Jonathan Knight as most enthusiastic
new members. (Between the 2, they must have thrown
many hundreds of practice rocks)
And especially Norm Savoie as our most valuable member.
Have a great summer everybody!
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Juniors
Here is a report from Trish Dempsey:
April was jam-packed for our Junior curlers… the
trophy for the in-house league was awarded, ten
players participated in a doubles tournament, and
many Juniors brought their friends and family to try
curling on Family Fun Day.
The top four players of the Myke Wilder League InHouse are Tyler Rowley, Dominique Jean, Alec
Zarow, and Tyler Watson. The league finals took
place on April 16th and out of the regular fifteen Big
Rocks participants, only five had played ALL league games this year (including the finals)! Throughout
the season, participants played on different teams each game and competed for points towards earning
the trophy. A coach is allocated to each sheet to watch the game, and offer feedback to players regarding
their technique and strategies. This coaching element in the league (new as of last season) also grants
each team with the opportunity to call one time out. Special shout out goes to two brave Little Rock
curlers, Aiden and Spike, for also participating in the in-house league this season!
A two-part doubles tournament took place in April, with ten Big Rock curlers and a team of alternating
coaches! After the round robin, the two teams tied for first place were Danny Bell & Chris Byrne and
Simon Marcotte & David Wertheimer. Tied for second place were Tyler Rowley & Josh Manascu
and Tyler Watson & Alec Zarow.
The Junior Committee would like to graciously thank everyone who contributed to the success of this
season…
• To ALL the Junior curlers: thank you for your endless enthusiasm and participation each week,
and for such positive representation in both club-wide and interclub events!
• To the parent volunteers for helping prepare the weekly snack: thank you Bettina, Gail,
Linda, Normand and the Little Rocks' parents (André, Liz and Ozzie to name a few) for
organizing the food table while coaches were on the ice!
• To the regular and honorary coaches
throughout the season: thank you Daniel,
Gloria, Janet, Jim, Marianne, Mark and
Trish for directly working with the Juniors
on and off the ice. As well as the Big Rock
curlers who arrived extra early sometimes
to help coach the Little Rocks: Chris,
Danny, Dominique and Tyler W!
Have a great summer, see you in the fall!
When was the first tennis game?
When Moses served in Pharoah's court.
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Wilkinson
Here's a report from Jim Doyle:
The Wilkinson finished the year
with playoff games and a
spectacular potluck feast,
organized by Trish Dempsey.
A Final Winners:
Team Wise
Angie Marszalek
Brian Williams
Dominique Jean
Zack Wise
A Final Finalists:
Team Myers
Shelley Walsh
Wayne Myers
Sophie Belanger
Howie Myers
B Final Winners:
Team Philion
Mel Marier
Daniel Philion
Rob sparing for Trish
Marc Philion
C Final Winners:
Team Doyle
Joelle Green
Jim Doyle
Diane Huculak
Alan Bousquet
D final Winners:
Team Ford
Heather Boyle
Don McKenzie
Joann Berg
John Ford
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...and here's something from Trish Dempsey:
Wilkinson curlers really know how to throw an end of season potluck! Following a multicultural
theme, we enjoyed many dishes from around the world - including traditional foods from Austria,
Greece, India, Israel, Italy, Poland, Taiwan, Thailand and Turkey.
Teams voted for their favourite dish (based on creativity, presentation, flavour and overall multiculturalness), and Team Ford's Indian butter chicken and Naan bread won by a landslide!!
There was also a vote for the team that exhibited the best sportsmanship throughout the entire season;
this was won by Team Philion, closely followed by both Team Myers and Team Fagan.
Two men were sitting on a park bench discussing their likes and dislikes.
Ken says, “I'm scared to fly. I don't believe planes are safe.”
“That's dumb,” replies Pete. “Do you think trains are safe?
Last week there was a great big train wreck where almost 400 people were killed.”
“No kidding! What happened?”
“A plane fell on it.”

Carpet Bowling
Here's a report from Kathy Hardiman:
A total of 19 people attended on Tuesday the 19th of April.
The overall winning team:
Patricia K. MacWilliam, Eleanor Robertson, Madeleine Veilleux, Skip: Evelyn LeHeron.
Runner-up: Catherine Richards, Jane Atkinson, Gwennie Halliday, Skip: Jacques Picard.
Closest to the jack – Kathy Hardiman,

Runner-up: Gwennie Halliday.

The winners received a money prize. The losers received less money.
Closest to the jack and runner-up were happy with their prize.
Following bowling we indulged in our closing lunch supplied from “By George!” Inc. Catering.
Four lucky members received beautiful plants. One other member received a “Special Gift”!
A good time was had by all.
We wish all Club Members a very happy summer and look forward to returning in October.

A sentimental widow put up a lovely marble stone for her late husband. It read:
REST IN PEACE - UNTIL WE MEET AGAIN
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Mixed Day Curling
Here is a report from Bob LeMesurier:
Final Playoff for Championship Trophies
2015-2016 Season

Stan Chambers Cup
(GOLD) Over-all club winner
Elise Thomas
Rick Hughes
Ed Jones / Robbie Sproule
James Botsford

Neil Carbray Trophy
(SILVER) Runners up

Al Kmec
Chip Mowat
Gerry Sabourin
Dave Dubeau / Bob Carson

Dodd Gray Trophy
Winner of 1st Half League Play
Claude Labrecque
Rick Hughes
Ed Jones / JIM MATCHETT
(sorry key stuck)
Jean-Marie Martin
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Mickey Laughlin Trophy
Winner of 2nd Half League Play
Elise Thomas
Rick Hughes
Ed Jones / Robbie Sproule
James Botsford

Reg Wells Trophy
(BRONZE) Winner between
Dodd Gray runner-up versus
Mickey Laughlin runner-up team
Claude Labrecque
Rick Hughes
Ed Jones / JIM MATCHETT
(damn key again)
Jean Marie Martin

Reg Wells Trophy
Runners-up
Joelle Green
Chester Sawczyszyn
Nick DiPietro
Dave Dubeau/Bob Carson

Have a great summer!
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WMSCL Curling
Here is a report on the final events from Alan Bousquet:
RANK

Team

Games
won

Games
tied

Games
loss

Games
forfeit

Total
Points

1

James Botsford

14

3

4

0

52

2
3
4
5
6

Alan Bousquet
Michael McKeown
Tony Addona
Gary Palamar
Anthony Altobello

13
12
10
10
6

1
1
2
1
3

7
8
9
10
12

0
0
0
0
0

48
46
43
42
36

7
8

Rick Hughes
David Hatch

6
6

2
1

13
14

0
0

35
34

Games up to and including 03-Apr-2016

Congratulations to Team Botsford for winning the Overall Season Trophy
Season Winners

Arthur Shane
Martin St Amand
Sharon Smith
James Botsford

And after the Playoffs:
A Trophy

Vivian Martel
Lise Bourke
Wayne McDonald
Tony Addona (skip)

B Trophy

Stephen Toy
Brenden Foley
Dianne Huculak
Alan Bousquet (skip)

C Trophy

Bonnie Boucher
Robert Tessier
Mike Simpson
Gary Palamar (skip)

D Trophy

Marnie McCarrick
Dominique Levesque
Kathy Hebert
Anthony Altobello (skip)
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Canfir
Here's a report from Nancy Duplessis
Canfir is a mixed social curling league of various ages and skill levels. We play
Sunday mornings from 11:00 am to 1:00 pm, followed by a light lunch. If you are
interested in sparing for Canfir, please send an email to canfircurling@gmail.com or
call Nancy Duplessis (Canfir President) at 514-962-0052. You may also check our
Facebook site at: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Canfir-Curling/135250056261

CONGRATULATIONS TO TEAM JEFF COHEN
CANFIR’S PLAYOFF CHAMPS “A” FOR THE 2015-2016 SEASON:
Jeff Cohen (Skip)
Terry Frainetti (Third)
Christopher Babajko (Second)
Glenna Martin (Lead)
Runners-up:
Rob Williams (Skip)
Matt Racicot (Third)
Nancy Duplessis (Second)
Chris Morrin (Lead)
CANFIR’S PLAYOFF CHAMPS “B” FOR THE 2015-2016 SEASON:

Howie Myers (Skip)
Anne-Marie Belanger (Third)
Harvey Artsob (Second)
Steve Hollingworth (Lead)
CANFIR’S PLAYOFF CHAMPS “C” FOR THE 2015-2016 SEASON:

Bob LeMesurier (Skip)
Pierre Dufour (Third)
Martin Jacobs (Second)
Renate Hurster (Lead)
CANFIR’S PLAYOFF CHAMPS “D” FOR THE 2015-2016 SEASON:

Pierre Cadorette (Skip)
Wayne Myers (Third)
Elise Thomas (Second)
J.B. Allard (Lead)
Canfir would like to take this opportunity to wish everyone at MWCC a happy and
healthy summer. See you all again next year!
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So that’s it for another season. Before wrapping it up, I would like to thank:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nancy Duplessis for the Canfir information
John Ford (Hector the Collector) for his information on club finances and for making the print
copies of the ROAR
Rosemary Cochrane for updates on the Day Ladies’ activities
Angela Geoffredo for all the information about LCA
Jacques Lacroix, Chip Mowat, James Botsford, Ray Dubrule, and Bob Lemesurier for
keeping me updated about Mixed Day Curling
Stewart Yaxley for all the updates on the ladder activity and club events
Debbie Ship for her up-to-date Curling Calendar
Shelley Walsh for her information about social events
Bonnie Soutar for her updates on the Wednesday Evening House League activities
Randy Fraser for TGIF information
Trish Dempsey for keeping me up to date about Junior curling activities
Jim Doyle for Instructional League and Wilkinson information
Alan Bousquet for information about WMSCL activities
Kathy Hardiman for carpet bowling reports
Greg Kehoe for slipping me information about the ice
And, a special thank you to everyone who takes the time to read the ROAR.

Good Night Grace.

Let Gord sleep.

Saint Peter was working at the Pearly Gates. Most people he saw, he passed through the gates.
However, he realized many of them had not really had much suffering in their lives so he decided
to be a little stricter about whom he let through.
The next three he interviewed seemed to have had too easy a life so he sent them down to hell for
a month so they could more appreciate the life they were about to live in heaven.
The next one said he had spent a good portion of his life curling at Montreal West.
“So you read the ROAR every month,” said Saint Peter.
“Yes.” “You may go right through the gates. You have suffered enough.”.

8 Enders Trophy was awarded twice this year!
•

Karen Hall-Moon (Skip), Wendy Yarnell, Carol
Voss, Hille Viires

•

Bob Carson (skip) , Nacy Gallant, Jim Doyle &
J.B. Allard

Why are computers like air conditioners?
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They work fine until you start opening Windows.

The MWCC Communications Project

THANKS TO ALL MEDIA CONTRIBUTORS!
As the sun sets on our club and another season of publishing comes to an end I wish to thank all those
who contributed reports and photos to the ROAR, Website, Facebook and Twitter this year. Our goal is
to have one reporter and one photographer per league so that our monthly publication and internet
presence is current, informative, entertaining and appealing to existing and potential members…
Please consider helping out next year ! Have a great summer … Mark

Don't forget the 2016 Annual General Meeting to be held at the club on June 8th starting at 7:30 sharp.
The bar will be open for refreshments on the main floor starting at 6:00 p.m.
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